Crystal structures in both oxidized and reduced forms are reported for two bacterial cytochrome c oxidase mutants that define the D and K proton paths, showing conformational change in response to reduction and the loss of strategic waters that can account for inhibition of proton transfer. In the oxidized state both mutants of the Rhodobacter sphaeroides enzyme, D132A and K362M, show overall structures similar to wild type, indicating no long-range effects of mutation. In the reduced state, the mutants show an altered conformation similar to that seen in reduced wild type, confirming this reproducible, reversible response to reduction. In the strongly inhibited D132A mutant, positions of residues and waters in the D pathway are unaffected except in the entry region close to the mutation, where a chloride ion replaces the missing carboxyl and a 2-Å shift in N207 results in loss of its associated water. In K362M, the methionine occupies the same position as the original lysine, but K362-and T359-associated waters in the wild-type structure are missing, likely accounting for the severe inhibition. Spectra of oxidized frozen crystals taken during X-ray radiation show metal center reduction, but indicate development of a strained configuration that only relaxes to a native form upon annealing. Resistance of the frozen crystal to structural change clarifies why the oxidized conformation is observable and supports the conclusion that the reduced conformation has functional significance. A mechanism is described that explains the conformational change and the incomplete response of the D-path mutant.
Crystal structures in both oxidized and reduced forms are reported for two bacterial cytochrome c oxidase mutants that define the D and K proton paths, showing conformational change in response to reduction and the loss of strategic waters that can account for inhibition of proton transfer. In the oxidized state both mutants of the Rhodobacter sphaeroides enzyme, D132A and K362M, show overall structures similar to wild type, indicating no long-range effects of mutation. In the reduced state, the mutants show an altered conformation similar to that seen in reduced wild type, confirming this reproducible, reversible response to reduction. In the strongly inhibited D132A mutant, positions of residues and waters in the D pathway are unaffected except in the entry region close to the mutation, where a chloride ion replaces the missing carboxyl and a 2-Å shift in N207 results in loss of its associated water. In K362M, the methionine occupies the same position as the original lysine, but K362-and T359-associated waters in the wild-type structure are missing, likely accounting for the severe inhibition. Spectra of oxidized frozen crystals taken during X-ray radiation show metal center reduction, but indicate development of a strained configuration that only relaxes to a native form upon annealing. Resistance of the frozen crystal to structural change clarifies why the oxidized conformation is observable and supports the conclusion that the reduced conformation has functional significance. A mechanism is described that explains the conformational change and the incomplete response of the D-path mutant.
conformational gating | membrane protein structure | proton path mutants | X-ray reduction | water chain C ytochrome c oxidase (CcO) is a major contributor to and regulator of energy conservation in eukaryotic and many prokaryotic organisms. It uses four electrons from cytochrome c and four protons from the inner side of the membrane to reduce O 2 to water (1) . In each catalytic cycle, four protons are also translocated across the membrane to generate a membrane potential, but the mechanistic details of coupling between proton pumping and the electron transfer events are still not fully understood (1, 2) . Our recently solved crystal structures of the fully reduced form of Rhodobacter sphaeroides (Rs) CcO reveal conformational changes that were not previously observed (3), introducing mechanistic possibilities for coupling and gating of proton transfer, the significance of which we further elucidate in this report.
Bacterial forms of CcO are similar in many respects to the mammalian mitochondrial CcO and their simpler subunit composition and ease of mutation have made them useful model systems for studying the mechanism of energy conservation, assuming it to be conserved. It has become increasingly clear, however, that within the large superfamily of heme-copper oxidases some bacterial forms may have solved the proton pumping problem in different ways (4, 5) , and even those most closely related to eukaryotic oxidases (the aa 3 type) may have different properties with respect to proton pathways (6) . This apparent lack of conservation of proton pumping machinery, along with potential involvement of conformational change, makes it a challenging task to identify operative proton paths. A further complexity is introduced by the fact that one of the key players in proton transfer is water, which is difficult to directly investigate by mutagenesis. Therefore, it is of critical importance to obtain highresolution structures of bacterial CcO in which waters as well as residue positions are defined and changes in response to mutation and redox state can be observed. To this end, we have produced high-resolution structures of two defining mutants in the proton uptake routes identified as D and K pathways in RsCcO. Although these paths are apparently well conserved in most aa 3 -type oxidases, evidence from studies of bovine CcO has called into question whether they carry out the same function in all cases (7) .
The structures of the two mutants, D132A and K362M, reveal that local changes are responsible for inhibition of activity and that conformational changes similar to wild-type RsCcO are induced by reduction, confirming the generality of this effect. Most importantly, spectra taken during X-ray radiation of oxidized crystals reveal a spectrally distinct strained configuration that only relaxes to a native reduced state upon annealing. The apparent resistance to structural change in the frozen crystal clarifies why structural differences are observable between reduced and oxidized forms and strengthens the conclusion that they are mechanistically significant. Events are described that could explain the conformational changes observed upon reduction and why the D132A mutant has an incomplete response.
Results and Discussion
D132A and K362M Mutations Do Not Affect the Overall Structure of RsCcO. In this paper we report four structures of two mutant forms in both oxidized and reduced states. Comparing the atomic coordinates of the oxidized forms of D132A (at 2.15 Å) and K362M (at 2.30 Å) to the oxidized wild-type RsCcO structure (Protein Data Bank ID 2GSM), there are no overall structural changes observed. Both mutants share the same space group and similar unit cell dimension as wild-type RsCcO (Table S1 ) and contain all the metal centers, lipids, and detergent molecules resolved in the wild-type structure. Almost all the protein backbone and side-chain conformations are the same as wild type, indicating that the changes caused by the mutations, however This article is a PNAS Direct Submission.
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This article contains supporting information online at www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/ doi:10.1073/pnas.1012846108/-/DCSupplemental. detrimental to activity, are local. This observation is consistent with previous studies of these mutants indicating that their spectral properties do not change significantly as a result of the mutations, even though their activities are strongly inhibited (8, 9) . In spite of the relatively unaltered structures, loss of water from several conserved positions can be seen, likely a major factor in the inhibition of activity.
Structural Features of the D132A Mutant. The D pathway starts from D132 [D124 in Paracoccus denitrificans (Pd) CcO and D91 in bovine CcO], a conserved aspartic acid located at the inner surface of subunit I, and appears to end near the glutamic acid E286, which is close to the binuclear heme a 3 -Cu B center (Fig. 1) . Removal of the carboxyl at position 132 strongly inhibits enzyme activity (2% of wild-type RsCcO) and proton pumping (8) . A chain of waters between D132 and E286 can be seen in the D pathway of high-resolution structures of aa 3 -type CcO (10) (11) (12) . Computational studies and molecular dynamics simulations suggest that these waters may serve in both proton transfer and proton storage (13) (14) (15) . They appear to form a continuous network through hydrogen bonding between waters and with hydrophilic side chains, broken only by a conserved asparagine pair that forms a bridge interrupting the chain toward the entrance (13, (16) (17) (18) . Several hydrophilic residues in the D pathway are crucial for the function of proton uptake, as evidenced by the effects of their mutation on enzyme activity and proton pumping efficiency (16, (19) (20) (21) , in some cases inhibiting and others uncoupling activity.
In the D132A crystal structure, the position of almost all the waters and key residues of the D pathway are unchanged (Fig. 1A) . The waters between N139 and E286 are all in the same locations as wild-type RsCcO as are key residues including E286, N121, and N139. However, one structural difference was immediately evident: A strong F o − F c difference electron density peak appears at the original position of the D132 carboxyl group (Figs. 1A and 2A). This density was first modeled as an oxygen atom of water, but strong residual F o − F c densities were still observed along with a very low B factor compared with its neighboring atoms, suggesting an ion larger than oxygen. Further experiments indicate that this position is most likely occupied by a chloride ion, because a bromide-soaked (22) D132A crystal showed an even stronger electron density peak exclusively at this position (Fig. 2B) . Considering the abundance of chloride ion in the protein purification and crystallization buffer systems, it is reasonable for a chloride ion to be present in the structure. The replacement with chloride of an aspartic acid mutation site has been previously reported in other proteins (22) and implies that the carboxyl is in a deprotonated state, as predicted from pK a estimates (23) . The loss of the carboxyl at 132, along with the substitution of a chloride ion, results in a 1-Å backbone shift away from the mouth of the D pathway in residues 130-135 ( Fig. 2A) . These local changes significantly alter the entrance of the D pathway, presumably playing a role in the inhibition of proton uptake.
An additional change in conformation is observed in N207 and its associated water 6638 ( Fig. 2A) . This change could result from the shift of the 130-135 backbone including M133, which impacts N207. Water 6638 is lost and the side chain of N207 is now hydrogen bonded to water 6574. The new conformation of N207 may tighten the gate between N121 and N139, possibly contributing to the slowed proton transfer in the D pathway because water 6574 maintains its bond to N139. Previous mutational analysis of N121, N139, and N207 showed that they are all involved in controlling proton movement in the D pathway (15, 18, 21) as major players in a gating mechanism that regulates proton uptake and backflow.
Structural Features of the K362M Mutant. The K pathway appears to be a highly conserved proton pathway in most members of the heme-copper oxidase family (4). Even though a complete water chain is not resolved, it can be modeled (24) . Mutational evidence indicates that the K pathway starts from glutamate 101 in subunit II (25) 
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A B w6638 w6601 w6601 F282 F282 Fig. 1 . Comparison of D-pathway water arrangement in D132A and wildtype CcO. The Sigma-A weighted 2F o − F c difference Fourier electron density map, contoured at 1σ, is shown in blue for protein, in red for water molecules, and in magenta for the chloride ion. The pattern of waters in D132A (Left) is almost identical to wild-type CcO (Right). There are 12 waters shown in the wild-type CcO D pathway and 11 in the D132A D pathway. The missing water in D132A is water w6638 originally associated with N207 ( Fig. 2A) . A chloride ion (magenta) replaces the carboxyl group of D132. Except for N207, the conformations of other key residues in D pathway remain unchanged. wild-type CcO (2GSM) is shown in yellow sticks. The chloride ion (magenta sphere) is shown replacing the carboxyl group of D132. The Sigma-A weighted 2F o − F c difference Fourier electron density map, contoured at 1σ, is shown in blue for protein, in red for water molecules, and in magenta for the chloride ion. Superposition of these two structures shows the 1-Å backbone shift of residues 130-135 and the conformational change of N207. Water 6638 (yellow sphere) that was hydrogen bonded to N207 in the wild-type structure is gone in the D132A structure (red dotted circle). N207 is bonded to water 6574, which is also bonded to N139. (B, Inset) Exchange of chloride with bromide at the original carboxyl site in D132A crystal. The OH form a tight (2.6 Å) hydrogen bond that has been suggested to control the entrance of protons into the active site (3, 14, 27) . Mutations in this pathway cause major loss of enzyme activity, but the remaining activity is still coupled to proton pumping (9, 28, 29) , implying that this pathway is exclusively involved in substrate proton uptake. Mutation of K362 to methionine results in an enzyme with less than 0.02% the activity of wild type (9), with very slow reduction of heme a 3 . The possibility has been considered that Lys 362 undergoes a conformational change during enzyme turnover, moving from a "down" to an "up" position to bring the positive charge of the lysine closer to heme a 3 (30) . Inability to make such a movement and/or to supply the charge could account for the inhibition of the methionine mutant. However, none of the crystal structures reveal any movement of the lysine side chain in reduced or oxidized states of the wild-type or the K362M mutant. The overall structure of K362M is unchanged compared to wild type, including the presence of all the water molecules in the D pathway, suggesting neither short-nor longrange conformational effects. The methionine adopts a similar conformation with a similar B factor as the lysine in wild-type RsCcO (Fig. 3 ) but water 6516, normally bonded between K362 and S299, and water 6533, close to T359, are eliminated. This loss of water appears to be the major factor accounting for inhibition of K362M activity, possibly due to a role for these pinned waters in organizing a hydrogen-bonded water chain required for proton transfer.
There is a possibility that the loss of waters 6516 and 6533 could be attributed to the lower resolution of the crystal structure (2.3 Å). However, in this structure, all the D pathway waters are very clearly observed. Furthermore, other structures of the D132A mutant at 2.4 Å showed these two K pathway waters with similarly strong densities as wild type, indicating that the effects of resolution of the crystal are unlikely to account for the disappearance of these K-path waters.
Reduction-Induced Conformational Change in D132A and K362M
Mutants. We have reported that dithionite reduction of oxidized crystals of wild-type RsCcO at 4°C, followed by fast freezing in liquid nitrogen, results in a significantly altered conformation observable in frozen crystals analyzed by X-ray diffraction (3) both in the two-and four-subunit crystal forms. The alterations include movement of the heme a 3 porphyrin ring, its farnesyl tail, and helix VIII, as well as loss of a key water linking the D path to the active site and formation of a new water chain into the active site (3). These changes upon reduction were an unexpected finding because other structural studies of bacterial oxidases (12, 31, 32) have reported no change, and in the bovine CcO the changes are fewer and mainly involve different regions than those seen in RsCcO (33), with the exception of Ser425 (bov Ser382). The significance of our recent findings (3) is potentially profound, as they suggest a unique mechanism of gating of the two proton pathways.
In the mutant forms studied here, the same conformational changes seen in wild-type RsCcO on reduction are observed (Fig. 4) . Reduction of the crystals can be followed by a change in color (becoming green) and these two very inactive mutants appear to reduce by that criterion. The K362M mutant became fully reduced, as judged by the color and spectra of the crystals (Fig. 5F ), even though its reduction in solution is very slow. Along . Central region of the K pathway in mutant K362M overlaid with wild type. In the K362M oxidized crystal structure (green sticks for protein and orange sticks for heme a 3 ), the residues are in the same position as wild-type CcO (yellow sticks). Methionine 362 (green/magenta) overlays lysine 362 (yellow) in wild-type CcO, but the waters that were bonded to T359 and between K362 and S299 (w6533 and w6516, yellow spheres with red dotted circles) are lost. The 2F o − F c difference Fourier electron density maps contoured at 1σ for the K362M mutant are shown in blue and orange. Fig. 4 . Heme a 3 region of dithionite-reduced crystals of RsCcO wild type (3FYE) and mutants overlayed with oxidized wild type (2GSM). The reduced structures are shown in green sticks and orange spheres, and oxidized structures are shown in magenta sticks and yellow spheres. The 2F o − F c difference Fourier electron density maps contoured at 1σ are shown in blue. Reduced D132A and K362M have similar conformational changes at the heme a 3 and helix VIII region to those in the reduced wild-type CcO. The distance between the hydroxyl group of Y288 and heme a 3 -farnesyl-OH is increased from 2.6 to 4.2 Å in wild type and K362M, suggesting a gate-opening mechanism. The reduced D132A crystal is only partially reduced as evidenced by a smaller shift to 3.7 Å. When reduced (60% occupancy) and oxidized (40% occupancy) forms are modeled in and refined independently, a better fit is obtained (see text and Fig. 6 ).
with all the same changes observed in wild type, the reduced K362M mutant was missing the two waters in the K channel as in its oxidized form.
The D132A mutant is much slower to reduce in the crystal form and full reduction was not achieved, as evidenced by a smaller change in distance between Tyr288-OH and the farnesyl-OH (Fig. 4) . The spectra of a single crystal also showed incomplete reduction (Fig. 5E ) and the electron density was best fitted by the assignment of two conformers representing reduced and oxidized states (Figs. 4 and 6 ). This mixture of forms is most clearly seen in the region of serine 425 where a large conformational change occurs (Fig. 6 ). Fitting with a fully reduced or fully oxidized structure results in an F o − F c map with significant unaccounted-for density. After a number of trials, a good fit was obtained when the regions of greatest conformational change (heme a 3 and residues 424/425/426) were modeled as two structures, a 40∕60 ratio of oxidized/reduced. A single intermediate form did not fit the data well.
Online Microspectrophotometric Analysis of Single RsCcO Crystals.
A key question in the analysis of metalloproteins by X-ray diffraction is the extent to which an "oxidized" crystal remains oxidized in the X-ray beam under the conditions of data collection. There is evidence that significant reduction of the metal centers occurs (34, 35) . Therefore, we measured the spectral characteristics of crystals of wild-type and mutant CcO at 100 K using the online microspectrophotometer available at BioCARS, Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Labs (35) . Spectra were gathered on single crystals before and during X-ray radiation (Fig. 5 A-F) . Indeed, reduction of the metal centers was observed in all cases, but the spectral characteristics of the frozen, X-ray-reduced crystals (peaks at 589 and 610 nm) were different from those of crystals that were dithionite-reduced prior to freezing (peak at 606 nm; ref.
3), indicating a strained configuration in the frozen crystals. This conclusion was confirmed by briefly annealing the crystals (interrupting the flow of 100 K nitrogen gas for 3-4 s), which resulted in the spectral characteristics changing to those of the native reduced state (Fig. 5 A and B) . The results are consistent with the maintenance of the oxidized protein conformation (36) , even though the metal centers are reduced, before annealing at warmer temperature allows the protein to change its structure. The strained configuration shows an interesting spectral feature at 589 nm, also observed in the bovine and thermus CcO irradiated crystals (34, 37) . Other spectral methods such as single-crystal low-temperature EPR or resonance Raman will be needed to determine the nature of this form; the Soret region of the spectrum, which could provide some clues, absorbs too strongly to be measured (Fig. 5) .
A Model to Account for Conformational Changes Seen in Reduced
Crystals. A model has been proposed previously (27) that offers a rationale for a sequence of events that could produce the conformational changes seen in the crystallized reduced state and also provides an explanation for the incomplete changes in the Fig. 5 . Online spectra of single crystals of oxidized and reduced wild-type, D132A and K362M CcO at 100 K. (Blue curve) Spectra collected before X-ray radiation. (Green curve) Spectra taken after X-ray radiation for 2 min. (Red curve) Spectra taken after X-ray radiation for 10 min. (Black dotted curve) Annealed spectra, taken after the cooling nitrogen was blocked for 3-4 s to briefly warm the crystals. (A) Oxidized wild-type CcO crystal is reduced after X-ray radiation for 10 min, producing a strained configuration (peaks at 589 and 610 nm) not equivalent to the native reduced form until annealed (606 nm). (B) D132A spectra. (C) K362M spectra. Note that the D132A oxidized crystal spectrum is different from both wild-type CcO and K362M, suggesting that the frozen D132A crystal might be in a different initial oxidized conformation (at room temperature the crystal shows a normal oxidized spectrum). (D-F) The online spectra of CcO crystals previously reduced by dithionite and frozen. Spectra show that the crystals are well reduced before the X-ray radiation, except D132A. A similar 589-nm species is produced by irradiating the reduced crystals as is seen in the radiated oxidized crystals, but to a lesser extent. The electron density around S425 suggests that both reduced (60%, blue density) and oxidized (40%, orange density) forms are present in one crystal, which is consistent with the incomplete reduction of D132A seen in Fig. 5E .
D132A mutant. In this model (also consistent with the general model of Stuchebrukov and coworkers, ref. 38), the first step in reduction of oxidized CcO is electron transfer to Cu B 2þ -OH (via Cu A and heme a), followed by rapid protonation of the Cu B ligand, His334, using a D-path-supplied proton to maintain charge neutrality. The protonation of one Cu B ligand results in weakening of the bond to another ligand, the His284-Tyr288 covalently bonded pair, accompanied by hydrogen bond rearrangement within it and breaking of the tight hydrogen bond between Tyr288-OH and farnesyl-OH. A corollary of these events is release of the heme a 3 -farnesyl-OH and the observed shift of heme a 3 away from the Cu B ligand. The resultant opening of the top of the K path would allow the observed water chain to form, providing a path for proton entry to convert the Cu B 1þ -OH to Cu B 1þ -O 2 H, followed by release of the H334-bound proton. In this model, if the D path is inhibited, the sequence of events and conformational changes would proceed very slowly, as observed in the incomplete reduction of the D132A mutant (Fig. 5E) , whereas blockage of the K path might not influence the initial course of events, as observed for the K362M mutant. In solution, the D132A mutant has a very slow turnover limited by proton uptake; in the crystal, proton movement appears to be further compromised, implying that some conformational rearrangements may be necessary to allow proton transfer in the D path (as suggested for the asparagine bridge; refs. 15, 16, and 18) . A further corollary of this analysis is that the state that has been trapped in the dithionite-reduced frozen crystal is the equivalent of the fully reduced form before oxygen binds. Presumably, oxygen would not be available in the presence of high dithionite during reduction and freezing. It is interesting to note that hydrogen/ deuterium exchange experiments in RsCcO (39, 40) show a change in conformation upon reduction in one of the same regions that is altered in the crystallographically observed reduced state (residues 354-360 of helix VIII) supporting the involvement of protein dynamics in the mechanism of CcO.
Conclusion
We report high-resolution crystal structures for two key mutants defining the proton uptake paths of a bacterial CcO. They show minimal changes in overall structure in spite of major changes in activity. The results support a critical role of positioning of water molecules to permit rapid proton transfer.
Online spectral analysis of wild-type and mutant crystals during X-ray exposure provides definitive evidence that low temperature restricts conformational change when the metal centers are reduced by X-rays, suggesting the maintenance of a strained oxidized configuration. This observation clarifies why conformational differences between reduced and oxidized forms can be observed.
The consistency of conformational changes observed in reduced structures of wild-type and mutant forms of RsCcO emphasizes their likely significance for understanding the mechanism of proton pumping and gating. D132A (but not K362M) shows incomplete reduction by dithionite in the crystal form at 4°C, yielding a well-defined mixture of reduced and oxidized states. This finding suggests that the delivery of protons from the D path is required for the conformational change to occur, and that this mutant is sufficiently compromised in the D-path proton access, particularly in the crystalline state, that it cannot readily provide them (even though its overall activity is at least 10-fold higher than the K362M mutant). As shown in these and previous structures (3) the movement of the heme a 3 porphyrin ring and its farnesyl tail impact on helix VIII and on several residues between heme a and a 3 , including Ser425. The Ser425 movement (but not helix VIII or heme a 3 ) is also seen in the reduced structure of the bovine enzyme (Ser382; ref. 37) , indicating that there are some consistencies in the observations between the mammalian and bacterial enzymes. However, movement in the region of residue D51 in bovine CcO is not seen in RsCcO, and the change in the position of heme a 3 seen in RsCcO is only reported to occur to a much lesser extent in the reduced cyanide form of the bovine CcO (37). These differences suggest that the conformational changes that are observed in bacterial and mammalian CcO crystal structures may represent only a limited set of the changes that actually occur in solution, restricted by different crystal packing restraints and conditions of crystallization.
Material and Methods
Protein Purification and Crystallization. The protein purification and crystallization procedure were described earlier (11) . Crystallization was performed using the sitting drop vapor diffusion method at 4°C. Six microliters of protein solution containing 12-15 mg∕mL RsCcO was mixed with 3 μL of well solution containing 100 mM MES, pH 6.3, 25-30% (vol∕vol) PEG 400, and 3 μL of additive solution containing 5% (wt∕vol) 1,2,3-heptanetriol, 30 mM MgCl 2 , 0.025% dodecyl maltoside, and 1 mM CdCl 2 . Crystals appeared in a week and grew to their full sizes within 1 mo. Crystal structure figures were produced in Pymol.
Reduction of the Crystals. The reduction procedure for the crystals was performed in stabilizing solution with 10 mM sodium dithionite at 4°C as previously described (3) . After a few minutes of dithionite soaking, the crystals turned green, indicating the reduction of the crystals. For D132A crystals, this procedure took a longer time (15 min) than was needed for wild-type and K362M crystals. The crystals were then transferred for 30 s into the cryosolution also supplemented with 10 mM sodium dithionite. The reduced crystals were then flash cooled in liquid nitrogen.
Single-Crystal Microspectrophotometry. Spectra of the I-II RsCcO frozen crystals were recorded at 100 K using the online singlecrystal microspectrophotometer in station 14-BM-C, BioCARS, Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory (3, 35) . Annealing was performed on the crystals after X-ray radiation, during which the cooling nitrogen flow was blocked for 3-4 s to allow temperature increase of the crystals. Afterward, the temporary block of the cryostream was removed and spectra of crystals were taken. Spectral studies of RsCcO crystals at room temperature were carried out as described previously (3) . Figures showing spectra were produced in PLOT.
